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By: Action Of Board

ROTC, PE Off
Compulsory List
The Board of Trustees voted
April 21 to abolish the degree
requirements for ROTC and
i:nysical education.

In other action, the board voted
to authorize construction of a
Health and Physical Education
complex, which will encompass a

No Irregularities
Found By Baxley

Caapt dariq reheanal fer the upcemlq pndacUea of ''J. II.,'' to be
,reee.W by the abnced drama clan aad tile ~ u e and Wig Guild,
are tile pla7'1 principle cbaraden, from left: Beulall Casey, Joha
Catey,.Les CelellWl, IIINI David Wlrwalm. (See story ud other photo, ea

,ace

Recent investigations by
Alabama Attorney General Bill
Baxley into certain Jacksonville
State University financial affairs
disclosed "no violation of the
criminal laws of this state."
Calhoun County District Attorney Otis MacMahon charged
interlocking directorates and a
close relationship between JSU
and the First National Bank of
Jacksonville.
JSU President Emeritus
Houston Cole is a stockholder and
director of the bank. Although he
has since terminated his con-

3)

Graduate Standards
Are Lessened

The Jax State graduate
JX'Ogram is in its first semester of
"lowered" admission standards,
but Dr. James Reaves, head of
the graduate division, emi:nasizes that the move is actually
an attempt to strengthen the
over-all quality of tHe program.
The changes in the admission
· requirements are listed in a two
page addendum sheet attached to
the current graduate bulletin.
. Reaves said that the basic
change involves a list of several
academic requirements, various
combinations of which formerly
: had to be met. Now students can
be admitted for meeting any one
of
the
requirements.
In order to be unconditionally
' admitted to the graduate
p-ogram, the student has to meet
individual department
requirements (and English
background for an English
degree, for example) and submit
appropriate Graduate Record
· Examination
Scores.
In addition, the student now has
to meet any one of the following:
(I) have an overall 1.5, based on a
3.0, grade' point average on hours

attempted; (2) have a 2.0 grade
point average in his major field;
(3) have a minimum combined
score of 900 on the General Aptitude section of the Graduate
Record Examination; or ( 4) have
a score at or above the fiftieth
percentile on an advanced GRE
test in the subject in which he is
applying.
Conditional admission can be
granted to students who have a
high point average but who have
not yet taken the GRE tests.
Reaves said that several
factors influenced the division's
decision to change the standards.
Themain reason was that many of
the schools in the state, according
to Reaves, bad lower admission
standards than Jacksonville.
"We felt that in order to stay in
line with what other schools bad
been doing all along we ought to
consider lowering our admission
requirements," Reaves said.
He added "the quality of a
graduate school can be delt with
in ways other than high standards
of
admission."

;:t;:ni1'~~ne~to::!~ ~:

$50,000 has been spent renovating
the building into apartments for
married students, and at least ten
years would be required to obtain
their investment from the ven-

ture.
Further allegations that Cole
was also a director and
stockholder of an insurance
company that has handled
student insurance at JSU, as well
88 claims of irreplaritia involving scholarship funds at the
school, led investigators to find
no
criminal
violation.

Welsh Writer to Be
R oundhouse speaker

a stockholder and director. The
bank'spresident,C.W.Daugette,
is
a
trustee
of
JSU .
Although it was charged that
Roland
Mathias,
a
large amounts of cash had been
distinguished Welsh editor and
deposited in non-interest-bearing
writer, will speak Monday, May
accounts, Baxley found that
17,
at
the
Roundhouse.
"only about $2 million per year"
His appearance is being
had failed to accumulate interest
sponsored by the English
Lewey Stephens, district atDepartment. The program will
torney of Coffee and Pike
begin
at
7:30
p.m.
counties, stated that the three
Mathias is currently a visiting
individuals named were not
lecturer at the College of General
custodians of the funds, that the
Studies at the University of
Board of Trustees served this
Alabama in Birmingham.
function.
Editor of the "Anglo - Welsh
Later MacfMahoJnSUqubes_ti'dio_ned ::;:;:~~~;
the lease o a
w 1 ng, ::::
::::
Forney Hall, to two Jacksonville ::::
■
■
men for $1 a. year. The district :!:l
attorney claimed that the 1964' ::~
::::
lease of the old dormitory to ::::
;:::
Seymour West and Dan Gray was ::::
::::
illegal as it was not approved by :::: Play Deta"1ls, p. 3
:::

InsIde :{:
7}..~~:!~~~~~J~~J~:~ :

G over nor

W a 11 a c e . ~~

Cole upheld the legality of the
lease on the basis of a resolution
passed by the State Board of
Education in 1964 authorizing
such action. At the time JSU was
still a college under control of the
State Board of Education.
Baxley likewise found the lease to
be
valid.
According
to
the
two
businessmen involved, about

6,000 seat field house and
na ta tori um. Plans call for
construction to begin by the fall.
The board also authorized the
installation of a data processing
system for instruction and
bookeeping purposes.
In addition, the board passed a
resolution praising the university's late business manager,
Solon Glover, who died unexpectedly
last
November.
The decision to drop the ROTC
and PE requirements in June of
this year was soon followed by a
new curriculum azqiounced by
the ROTC department. There
will now be a minor offered in
ROTC, and courses will be open
to both sexes.
The new curriculum will include more credit for basic
students and less class time for
advanced
cadets.
(See ROTC, Page 8)

:::

With the Greeks, p. 4
law Enfm:ement SIiiy, p. 5
Spcrts Highlights, p. 6

Dean's List, p. 8

author of five books of poems, as
well as short stories and
historical research. The visiting
lecturer has published many
editorials, reviews, and critiques
on poetry, esp-,cially that of
Edward Thomas, Dylan Thomas,
Dannie Abse, Vernon Watkins,
and
R.
S.
Thomas.
Mathias's experience as an
educator includes having served
as a faculty member and
headmaster of several British
schools. At present, he is extramural lecturer for the
University Colleges of Cardiff
and Swansea.
Additionally, he has served a
five year appointment on the
Central Advisory Council of
Education in Wales and is a
member of the Literature
Committee of the Welsh Arts
Council. A schoolmaster fellow at
Balliol College, Oxford in 1961 and
at University College, Swansea in
1967, he was visiting lecturer at
the Universities of Rhennes and
Brest, Brittany, for a period
during 1970.

Mathias received his B. Ltt.
and M. A. from Sesus College,
Oxford.

There will be no achnfaail>D
charge.
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Is Love Really the AnswerWith the progression of time, man has been confronted with many and
varied obstacles to his being, the conquest of the familiar continuously
offset by the evolvement of the indiscernible. As the problems of
humanity wax and wane, few constants may be distinguished. However,
among these often obscured invariables, perhaps one of the greatest
barriers to human advancement lies in that realm of negative interaction, man's misunderstanding of his fellow beings.
This ability for misconstruction becomes most notably apparent in the
rudimentary friendship relationship, a comparatively simple level of
interaction. Many names are employed to connote causes for
malevolence, but the majority of these terms are mere psychological
attempts to rationalize the most basic of causes, individual egoism. Too
often does one make assumption as to another's intentions. Too often
does one reconstruct the facts to create a comfortable " reality." Too
often does one project his own motives, wishes, intentions, shortcomings, upon the other person.
Through our friends, we constantly seek OUR expectations, find an
outlet for OUR demands, and view a potential to fulfill OUR purposes. Is
is no wonder that most people cannot lay claim to more than a handful of
close associates? Indeed, most persons have failed to make the
distinction tie tween friend and acquaintance. Undoubtedly, few of us
have ever been able to identify, beyond the hypothetical, with mere
acquaintances. We admire, respect, envy, most theoretically. With
jntimacy,however, our, selves become mirrowed in the essence of those
persons with whom we are intimate: In this manner, we come to make
self-realizations, quite often contrary to what we have heretofore
believed to be the true nature of our selves. And when the concept is
unfavorable, or disrupting, we tend to hurl the first stone at our mirrow.
Once we attempt to reconstruct the damage, the pieces never seem to
fit, so we hew them to meet our specifications. But despite our efforts,
the finished product is seldom a replica of its original state. It is truly ''a
product of our imaginations." ·
In this state of mental unreality, man is often too obstinate and
shortsighted to make the necessary corrections, as such would be
complete admission to, and acceptance of, his incapacities. For most
people, this process is too painful. Thus we pattern ourselves to see
OUR concept of OUR selves.
Within the context of this vein of thought, the contemporary philosophy
of "love is the answer" seems to take on new meaning. Unless someone
develops a formula for changing the basic nature of man, this concept is
absolutely without foundation. For no man, composed as he inevitably
is, is going to be able to resort to love in the settlement of all interpersonal problems. His ego will become a barrier.
Of much greater feasibility is the development of a consistent and
conscious program for respect. For where love becomes impossible,
respect becomes a positive intermediary. This is not the kind of respect
so often coupled with admiration and praise. For, here again, self
concept may intrude. Rather, it is a simple respect for the inherent
rights of all individuals. When objectivj!ly applied (and with no
detriment to one's own person), such a concept can allow one to hold the
same amount of respect for the bowery bum as for the nation's leader.
Love, in either case, may be quite impossible. But with the interposition
of respect, for the simple fact of a man's being, regardless of his contemptibility, the wounds of interpersonal strife may be salved and made
less personally degrading.
It is in the vein of these thoughts that this editor has viewed the recent
false accusations of administrative wrongdoing on this campus.
Perhaps some of us have found ourselves reflected a bit too clearly.
Perhaps the image we see is not to our liking. Perhaps we find potential
interference with our selfish gains. In any case, we have violated a
simple rule of respect, not for the administrator, but for the man.

Anniston businessman Farley Berman (right)
shows two International House students rare
weapons which were made in their countries.
Hanneke Gunsing of Holland holds a 250-year-old

PIHSIC.\l
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ivory handled flint lock pistol, while Nanda Menon
of India inspects a combination knife-double
barrel pistol. Berman showed the group a portion
of his 1,500 guns during a recent forum meeting.
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PE Complex construction to begin in fall.

In First SGA Meeting

Student Seminars Propose
The CHANTICLEER is a publication of Jacksonville State
University. It is published for the sole enjoyment and
enlightenment of the student body and faculty of the
university community. All editorial opinion expressed
· is that of the editor, and is not to be construed as
official university policy.
Editor-in-Chief . . . . . . . . . . . . Wen Scherer

Greeks Edi tor . . . .

Myra Thomas

Circulation and News

Kent A{lderson

In its first meeting of the
minimester on May 10 the SGA
heard a proposal for student
seminars to be held in the future.
President Kwang Edeker said
topics for the seminar would
include such
subjects as
responsibilities and functions of
elected persons, the SGA's
authority and power, and
organization and parliamentary
law.
Edeker further suggested that
committees be formed to conduct
studies on such subjects as the
CHANTICLEER, entertainment,

publicity, student service,
academics, the liaison committee, and the constitution.
Vice President Jeff Frazier
disclosed that entertainment for
the minimester was indefinite,
appropriations funds being
limited. He then voiced the
possibility of an entertainment
committee. Frazier hopes to
announce definite plans by next
week.
By a vote of approval, the
Senate endorsed Chaplain Dayle

Endfinger, Parliamentarian Tom
Roberson, and "J" book editor
J udy Reese. With regard to ,
CHANTICLEER editor Thom
Simpson and MIMOSA editor Bo!}
Holley, a vote of confidence was
extended. Approval of sergeanta t-arms
is
forthcoming.
With regard to the treasury, it
was announced by Treasurer Jim
Cummings that as of Monday
night balances totaled $694.36 in
the checking account, $1518. 76 in
savings, with an additional
$927.00 for appropriations.
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"J.B.'' to Be Staged May 18 - 21

Kathy

Bagley

(left)

and

Dianne

Thornberry.

From left, Gary Burson, Don Powell, Finis Royal, and Terry Thomas.

Trials Of Man
Contemporized
The advanced drama class and
the ~que and Wig Guild will
Jx'esent Archibald MacLeish's
play- "J. B." May 18-21.
The Pulitzer Prize winning
play is a modernized yersion of
the trials of the Biblical '
character Job.
It poses the
.AUestion as to whether twentiethcentury man can summon the
patience and the forgiveness to
rise above the suffering and
'linjustice that a just God has
placed in
the
universe.
"J. B." won high acclaim on
Broadway and went on several
successful national tours.
Waving circus banners open
the play with two old clown actors
,Vho see the ring as the universe
and J. B. as every man. Personifying good and evil, the
•lowns play God and Satan. Like
the Biblical Job, J. B. is plagued
by the loss of those things which
make life dear to him--his
r.hildren, his wife's love, his
health.
J. B.'s search then becomes
Pile familiar to today's society the meaning of life, the
justification of man's afflications.
Why does a just
Father punish without cause "a
perfect and an upright man?"
J. B. in his suffering becomes
tbe most miserable man on
earth; he begs to die, regretting
ever
having been born.
In conclusion J. B. is restored
God gives
him all he ever had and more.
Principal actors are: David
~ahn of Birmingham, who
plays the role of J. B.; Beulah
Casey, Jacksonville, who plays
"Sarah;"
John
Casey,
J~cksonville, "Mr. Zuss;" and
Les Coleman, Mobile, "Nickles."

to his original dignity.

Other members of the cast
include: Cam Montgomery,
Debbie Reaves, John Rose, Gary
Burson, and Rev. Jim Harrison,
all of Jacksonville; Kathy
Bagley, Anniston;
Angela
Trammell and Don Powell,
Birmingham; Finis Royal, Ider;
Butch Chambers
and Diane
Thornberry, Huntsville; Nelda
Black and Janice Floyd, Gadsden; Dayle Endfinger, Oxford;
Kaye Ellis, Sumiton; and Terry
Thomas,
Helena.
The play is under the direction
of Janet H. LeFevre, and Ethel B.
Reaves is assistant director.
The public is invited to attend
the Samuel French production,
which begins at 8 p.m. in Leone
Cole Auditorium. There will be a
$1 donation for admission.

Butch Chambers, Dayle Endfinger, Angela Trammell and Nelda Black.

Four Films
Scheduled
Four movies will be presented
by the Film Society during the

minimester. Admission is $1.50
for all four movies, or $1.00 per
individual
movie.
The films will be :
"The
Sena tor
Was
Indiscreet''
(William Powell, Ella Raines)
Thursday, May 20, 7:15 p.m.;
"Meet John Doe" (Gary Cooper,
Barbara Stanwyck) Thursday,
May 27, 7:15 p.m.; "The Men"
(Marlon Brando, T.eresa Wright)
Tuesday, June 1, 7:15 p.m. "The
Juggler" was shown May 13.
Anyone wishing to subscribe
for the series should contact W.
T. Uzzle in the English Department office in Hammond Hall.

l

Cam Montgomery, John Rose, and Debbie Reaves.

.
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BSU Begins
Construction
of Center
Construction began on a new
Jax State Baptist Student Center
Tuesday with national, state, an
local officials initiating groundbreaking ceremonies.

AlpluJ Xi Delta
The Siswrs of Alpha Xi Delta held their first meeting for the mini
semester,
May
11,
at
the
Alpha
Xi
house.
The girls are proud of Kathy Hamilton, a newly elected Ballerina, and
of Bonnie Williams, who was selected Sweetheart of Delta Tau Delta.
For their selection as Gamecock Chicks, recognition is extended to Cheri
Atkinson, Pam Holmes, Janet Norr-is, Nita Price, Claudette Smith, and
Mary Margaret
Ziak.
Other honors for the sorority were captured by the sisters recently
elected to class office: Cathy Bridges, Rhoda Crisler, and Cheri
Atkinson.

The two-story structurelocated on a site directly L11 front
of Pete Matthews Field on
Pelham road-is scheduled for
completion at the end of the year.
It will cost an estimated $178,000.

~

Zet:a Tau Alpha
Zeta Tau Alpha has initiated nine new sisters : Clara Bailey, Debbie
Chambers, Nancy Ellis, Kathy Greer, Angie Harwell, Bengi Rowe,
Remona Sharp, Janet Wickerisharn, and Denise Wylie. The ceremony
was preceded by_ a banquet at the Old Mill Restaurant in Cedartown,
Georgia.
Contributing to Zeta's current honors, Nancy Ellis was selected a
Ballerina, and Remona Sharp was elected Sophomore Class president.
During break, the sisters spent four days in Panama City, where they
fellowshipped with other national Zetas.

Phi Mu
Phi Mu recently pledged four new girls: Mary Collins, Renee
Daugherty,
Becky
Jackson,
and
Laura
Thomas.
For their participation in the Miss Northeast Alabama Contest, the
sorority is proud of Pam Estes, Becky Jackson, Ceil Jenkins, and Ellen
Goss.
Among newly selected Ballerinas are Renee Daugherty, Barbara
Lane,
Musso, Marcia Tubbs, and Sandra Tyson.

Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Tau Omega has held initiation ceremonies for four new
lrothers: W. C. Gore, Charles "Buzz" Bridges, Bob Green, and Steve
Harrison.
The fraternity also pledged Bill Carpenter.
Sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega this past weekend, the Miss Northeast
Alabama
Contest
is
to
become
an
annual
event.
Receiving a coveted fraternal honor, Sue King has been selected
ATO's new Sweetheart.
A group of ATO's enjoyed a trip to the Born Born Room in Birmingham
to hear one of their brothers, Stanley Traylor, who plays the organ for
Cindy
Brown's
band.

Delt:a Tau Delta
Entertaining Delts from all over Alabama, the Brothers of Delta Tau
Delta had a Logan-Martin Lake Party April 30-May 2.
Traditional fraternal honors have been bestowed upon Buckley
Chisolm, best pledge; David Blackmon, best active; Buck Buchanan,
best big brother; and Lilburn Tipton, best scholastic average.
Installation of new officers will be held May 21 and is to be highlighted
by
a
cookout
with
the
little
sisters.
Extending further recognition, the Delts have selected Bonnie
Williams as their new Sweetheart.
The brothers also wish everyone ''lots of luck'' during mini semester ! !

Delta Chi
Delta Chi recently initiated five new brothers: Greg Benefield, Jimmy
Woods,
Bill
Scott,
Rick
Jones, and
Terry
Farmer.
Representing the Chi's in the Miss Northeast Alabama Contest were
Cindy Church and Sherron McClellan.

Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma has initiated twelve new brothers: Jim Clayton, Kwang
Edekder, David Hodge, Mike Holeman, Eddy Howard, Phil Lee, Gary
McBay, Stan Moore, Dan Perry, Roy Silence, Ralph Walker, and Jimmy
Whatley.
Rhonda Hubbard received the fraternity's sponsorship in the Miss
Northeast
Alabama
Contest.
The brothers are proud of Eric Love, who has been elected the new
Alumni Secretary.
In other activities, several Kappa Sig's from JSU attended a big
Kappa
Sigma
party
at
Auburn
this
past
weekend.

:#I!

y
Serving as officers of the Leone Cole Home Economics Club are: Nora
Ellen Wood (seated) of Harpersville, president; and (standing, from
left) Emma Jo Thompson, Ft. Payne, vice president; Pat Bartlett,
Jackson, Michigan, treasurer; and Natalie Ragusa, Birmingham,
secretary.

:,

,

Rev. John Tadlock, Jax StaWeBaptist Campus Minister, said
plans call for "one of the most
functional student cente(s
possible."
He said "the whole deal is
flexibility . . . almost every room
will serve a dual purpose." ...
He said there will be lounge
areas, classrooms, a drama-work
area, and a large meeting room
that will seat about 300 people. A.. -;
small apartment will also be
available for a couple that will
have custodial care of the ,
building.
At
the
groundbreaking
ceremonies Tuesday Charles • •

re;;;;::J~h~;:~,z&yn--<Y;, ::;::t~~ ;::
f.

!.~•

:::: Baptist officials who took part in ' •

.

-----·--

:❖ the

heur-lon~

pro&!"am.

The first spadeful of ear.th was
turned by Dr. E. Stone, Jax State
iresident, an Dr. George E. . _.,
Bagley, Executive SecretaryTreasurer of Alabama Baptist
State
Executive
Board.

Art Show
in Progress
"Polyester Resin and Me" is
now on exhibit at the Hammond
Hall Art Gallery. The display is a
collection of the works of William
David Daniel, art instructor in
the art department here.
The articles in this collection
are the artist's impressions,
collected and sealed in polyester ,
resin, or liquid, which forms a
sheet similar to plastic. Many of
the works are from thoughts ;
given to the artist by the media.
Some works are for sale and
may be purchased by contacting
the artist in Mason Hall. <.1
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Law Enforcement School
Is Expanding.
--...,---~---....
-~~:-q

(Reprinted by permission from
The
Anniston
Star )
By Frank Brock

Two years ago, Jacksonville
tate University founded its
lepa rtment of Law En>rcement, the first in Alabama.
No earmarked money was
vailable, according to Dean
'heron Montgomery, so the
epa rtment was fina nced
1rough
existing monies.
The first fulltime law en:ircement instructor-Anniston
.ttorney Malcolm Street Jr .-was
tired slightly more than a year
1go. He's the only fulltime
aculty member in the departnent, and is designated as its
lirector.
" When
enrollment
and
'inances justify it," Montgomery
.aid, "the department will be
~levated to the status of a
school."

knowledge you have, the better
off you 'll be. "
Mike Fincher, a pre-service
student, said he's majoring in law
enforcement because it "just
intrigues
me. ' '
"My father has been in law
enforcement," Fincher added,
" and
it' s
exciting ."
Fincher, while attending
Jacksonville State University, is
working as the second-shift radio
operator for the Anniston Police
Department.

RICK TOWNSLEY, a four-year
·veteran of the · Anniston Police
Department, said that when he
began work, no officers were
atte ndi n g
college .
"I started, and started talking
to people," Townsley said, "and
now we've got 18 peo.ple in this
class."
"Our first real breakthrough,"
Street added, "came when the
City of Anniston agreed to send
some of their people to our police
and community r elations
course."
" This is the first time," Street
continued, "that there has been
the opportunity for exposure to
people not seeking a degree."

P RESENTLY, despite the fact
that only one faculty member
devotes full time to law enforcement instruction, a baccalaureate degree is offered.
Minors in law enforcement,
coupled with a sociology or
psychology minor also are ofThree law enforcement students, now taking their
Watching the ceremony are: Oxford Mayor B. A.
fered, Montgomery said.
internship as police officers in Oxford, received
Adams, Jr., Mal Street (Second from left), head of
In defining the function of his
THE CITY PQUCE attending
their oath from Mrs. Ernestine Boyles, city clerk.
the school of law enforcement at JSU, Police Chief
department, Street said, "No one
the course may either audit it or
They
are
from
left:
Charles
Rose,
Mobile;
Gerald
W. D. Walden (far right), who will supervise the
can turn out a good cop. What we
utilize the course for degree
Owen, Oxford; and Billy White, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
three
interns.
can do and try to do, is to turn out
credits.
someone who really knows about
The hope for police departthe law, and how to do the job."- ~~7:t~:':~~~-:":;~
· ~~:'!"°----;~"~:;iIS~CiiH~OO~L~O~F~Lairew~EiinFe-- -;;co~mminmi:i·mtte,idng-~toasafrre~gijua,mr~
di:n,rg-an1md~
,
. .;;•;;,•A7;CTU~~~.:;:;,;:~n~o~m~e~- --l
f......c- Ttte;,;ml1ents, Stre expl ed,
realization by young officers that
forcement at Jae on e
e
exp ained, "what we are offering
come in two basic categories,
they need professional training, a
University was inaugurated in
individual, of society, and of
is just a BS degree with a major
with several joint characthorough education in both police
the spring semester of 1969 for the
police officers themsleves."
in
law
enforcement.,,
teristics.
They
are:
techniques and methods and in
purpose of improving the
Here, according to the bulletin,
Jobs for graduates, according
-In-service students, working
the legistic aspects of law enirofessional standards of the law
are the required courses in law
to Montgomery, range from
policemen or law enforcement
forcement.
enforcement personnel in the
enforcement for the Bachelor of
positions as instructors at junior
officers, who are going to school
state.
The School, like the
Science Degree in Law Encolleges to police work on large
while they work in pursuit of a
"It'll take at least five years,"
University itself, aims at exforcement:
city
or
county
staffs .
degree,
and
Street said, "before any real
cellence, an excellence that is
Thirty-nine hours, comprised
After graduation, he added,
-Pre-service students, those
changes become evident. But
productive, protective, and
of: Introduction to Law Enfurther specialization can be
people interested in becoming
th e Y , r e
c O m in g . , ,
preventive.
The
School
forcement, Criminal Law, Police
pursued in the fields of criminal
law enforcement officers, but
To date, according to Monrecognizes the urgent need for a
Administration, Evidence, Inrehabilitation or penology.
without any practical experience.
tgomery, a total of $4B,S3S has
properly trained police service
vestigation and Interrogation,
. 1·nology and Pe n ologY,
Salaries, M.ontgomery saut,
Crun
been available to students
and commits itself to accomplish
" BOTH,"
STREET
EXthrough loans and grants to the
the professionalism of law enAdministration of Justice,
,can range trom $8,000 to $14,000
.
b ot h m·
Juvenile Delm·quency , F;rearms
per year for law enforcement
PLAINED, have some sense of
department of law enforcement.
forcement off 1cers,
..
,
·
·
Defens1·ve
Tact1·cs
specializ·
ed
graduates, depending on whether
public service.
They realize
The first year, 48 students took
service personnel an d be ginning
,
·
Problems in Police Ada bachelor or master's degree
there's not a lot of money in law
advantage of the loan and grant
students. In addition to rm. th
· tin
te
f
ministration and Police Inwas obtained, and the particular
enforcement.
program. Forty-two students
irovmg e ens g sys m o
field
of
work
entered.
"Both are sincerely interested
used them during the second
criminal justice, the School is
ternship.
in wanting to learn about this
year.
area. "
"Most of them," Montgomery
And
both are young.
explained in talking about the law
" Most of the in-service
enforcement students, "are just
students, " Street said, " are
fascinated by it. We've got 133
under 30, married, and with one
students in the department.
or two children. Most of the preservice students are male. "
THE JOB POSSIBILITIES are
The students were a little more
tremendous. Part of it probably
specific in their answers.
stems from everyone's concern
Wayne Chandler, a five-year
for law and order-President
veteran of the Anniston Police
Nixon's using it. Gov. Brewer
Department, is auditing the law
used it, everyone's thinking about
enforcement course offered
it. ,,
during the current term. It deals
In explaining the current
with police and community
program, Montgomery said :
relations.
"Right now we concentrate on
"THE MAIN REASON I'm
the legalistic standpoint, but
here ," Chandler said, " is
that's only natural since Mal's a
because our department really
lawyer.
needs
it .
"Later, as the department
"What keeps me in it (law
grows and faculty becomes
enforcement) is I've lived in
available, we intend to branch
Anniston all my life and I've
out, adding criminology, police
always heard we had a crooked
administration, investigation,
police department. I want to be
and
rehabilitation. "
part
of
a
professional
Construction is rapidly taking place on Albert
Pelham Road adjacent to Merrill Business
The department's philosophy,
organization."
P.Brewer Hall, which will house the Law EnBuilding.
according
to
the
university
I'm not pursuing a degree,"
forcement
School.
The
new
building
is
located
on
bulletin
is:
Chandler added, "but the greater
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NAIA Playoffs Held
Here Last Weekend
The top-rated small collegebaseball teams from Mississippi
and Alabama competed here last
weekend for the District 27
championship of the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics.
Held at Pete Mathews Field,
Jax State, Livingston, and
William Carey had proceeded to
the finals in the double
elimination tournament at press

playing William Carey with
Jacksonville scheduled to play
the loser of that game.
Jackson State, of Jackson,
Miss., led the nation with an

overall team batting average of
.389. William Carey of Hattiesburg was fourth with .358.
Host Jax State was ninth with a
.342 average. Livingston, the
Alabama Collegiate Conference
champion, had a team average of
.320.

Jax State was selected as the
tourney site by virtue of its 28-4
record.
Livingston, ACC champs by
beating Jax State two out of
three, is defending champions of
district and of Region 5.
They
finished third in the nation last
year at the NAIA World Series.
Coach Bob Riesener's Tigers had
compiled an overall 31-6 record
before entering the tourney at
JSU.
Livingston is led by two NAIA
All-Americans in Benny Burtram
and Gerry McBride. The Tigers
have won the ACC title for the
seventh year in a row.
Jacksonville opened the
Tom my Cason
tournament Thursday against
time.
William Carey, which sported an
Host Jax State suffered a 7-6
overall 2~-5 record. They were
defeat to William C arey
the national champions two years
College in the o ning day of the
ago.
!-- ~~-namem:.--'AAn:n-;ee°IB'ev~rth--il.rmi·ne-- -.Jaieks,on State, with an veral
home run by Therrell Myers gave
record of 20-4 fell to Livingston in
Carey College the victory. The
the second game Thursday.
Jaxmen committed nine errors in
The winner was to have been
the game. Three JSU players
decided Saturday, and will go on
had homers:
losing pitcher
to Knoxville, Tenn., for the
Perry Renfroe, Tommy Cason,
regional play-0ffs. Details of the
and Charlie Maniscalo.
tourney will be given in the next.
Carey College thus advanced to
issue of The Chanticleer.
the second round of the tournament and met the Livingston

Jax State

Now In
The "Money"

Charlie Maniscalco
Tigers on Friday morning.
Livingston defeated
J ackson State 10-1 in the other
Thursday game.
The Jaxmen opened Friday's
games against Jackson State.
Trailing 9-1, it looked as if the
Gamecocks would be eliminated
from the tourney in their only two
appearances.
The Jaxmen
rallied, however, scoring 14 runs.
The final score Wa$ Jacksonville
15 and Jackson State, 10. Tommy
Cason hit two homers-the first a
grand slam--to pace the
Gamecocks.
At press time Livingston was

Alabama's tallest college
basketball prospect, 6-10 Ronnie
Money of Dothan, was signed
yesterday to a four-yew: -grant-inaid scholarship to JSU.
Money, a three year starter
from Dothan High School, was
selected to the all-region both as
a junior and senior. His threeyear career average is 15
rebounds per game and 16 points.
"We are tickled that Ronnie
has decided to further his
education at Jacksonville State,"
Roberson said of his prime
signee. "He is not only a fine
athlete, but a fine student and a
credit to his family."
When Money was in junior high
school and about to make a bid
for varsity athletics, he was cut
from the squad because he was
considered too clumsy and awkward.
However, city recreation
director, Lowell Roundtree, saw
definite potential and asked
Money to join the recreation
team which participated in
games against surrounding
junior teams.
It was a story book ending for
Money as he went to fame at
Dothan High School.

Senior members of the JSU Gamecock basketball
team were presented watches recently by the
Calhoun County Alumni Association. From left
are: Dr. James Lett, Anniston, president of the

Calhoun County Alumni Association; Dr. Ernest
Stone; Jerry iames, and Wendell Lawson
and Jerry Cole.

Eighteen Retunrlng
Starters In Fall Line-up
The
Jacksonville
State
Gamecocks will return 18 starters
from last year's undefeated team
that racked up a 10-0 record, a
Mid-South Conference Championship, a victory over Florida A
& M in the Orange Blossom
Classic in Miami's Orange Bowl,
-and a second pl
n ton
ranking in the final NAIA polls.
After a rough spring practice
that saw some of the top
Gamecocks sidelined with minor
injuries, head coach Charley Pell
was a little reluctant as to any
predictions for 1971. "I've never
been around so many injuries in
the
sprif!g,"
Pell said,
"especially at one point of attack
(the defense). We could field a
pretty good team this year if all
our people fully recover and get
back into the form they were in
last year."
Three starters from an offensive unit that averaged almost
400 yards total offense and 33
points a game will be missing.
Leading the offense for the fourth
time around will be senior
quarterback Doc Lett.
Lett
rewrote the career passing
records last year in attempts,
completions, total yards and total
offense.
Sophomore Boyce Callahan,
who was voted Alabama's Most
Valuable Offensive Pl a yer m
Small College last year as a
freshman, broke records in total
yards rushing (275) in one game,
and longest TD run of 86 yards.
Other offensive starters
returning include wide receivers
Bobby Marcum and Terry
Owens, linemen Bruce Nichols,
Terry Collins (All MSC), Mike
Cundiff and Henry Hobbs.
Linebacker G ary Godfrey,
the Mid South's MVP on defense
last year, will head a list of 10
starters, including linebackers
Ricky Weems (All MSC 1 ,· ,:
linemen George Porter and .,.

Scotty Marcum, defensive backs
Wayne Carden, Wayne Hornl-iuckle, and Hassell Walls,
Johnson (both All MSC tackles),
and ends Gene Preskitt and

David Radford.
The Gamecock defense led the
MSC in 3 of 4 defensive c;itegories
last year.

ehall Record
Best Ever for JSU
Previous to 1971, the most
baseball games a Jax State
team had ever won in one year
was 14.
This year the
Gamecocks have the best
record (28-4) in Alabama,
and one of the best in the
nation.
Jacksonville also is ranked
in the top 10 in the nation,
according to the latest
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics poll,
and has compiled a 16-2 record
in the Alabama Collegiate
Conference.
However, the Gamecocks
are only second best in the
league, the result of an ACC
rule. Livingston State, which
posted an identical conference
record, is the champion.
The Tigers were awarded
sole possession of first place
following the 3-2 verdict over
Jacksonville. That left the two
teams tied, percentage wise
for the championship, but ACC
has provisions for a tiebreaker.
The pennant goes to the
team which beat the other.
That gave it to Livingston,
which took two out of three
one-run games from the
Gamecocks.
Despite being the runner-up,
the NAIA
designated
Jacksonville as the host team
for the District 27 (AlabamaMississippi) playoffs.
The
honor goes to Jacksonville for
posting the best overall record
rn the district.
To say Jacksonville is a
hitting team is something of

an understatement. For instance: the Gamecocks have
a team batting average of
.342; have swatted 40 home
runs-as many as the rest of
the league combined; have
averaged over nine runs a
game; and have six of the top
seven hitters in the conference.
The pitching is not bad
either.
Barney Wilson, a
sophomore right hander, leads
the staff with a 6-1 record. His
only loss was to Livingston.
Oxford sophomore Steve
Cancaid is 4-1, next best on the
club. Jacksonville also has
two undefeated pitchers in
Perry Renfro, a freshman
from Birmingham's Huffman
High, and left handed
sophomore Jerry Steele. Both
have 3-0 records, but have
been used sparingly as
starters.
The devastating Jacksonville offense is led by a trio of
hard-hitting outfielders. AllAmerican left fielder Larry
Foster leads the league in
hitting (.484), in RBIs (40) and
in home runs (13). Tommy
Cason ( .380 five home runs)
and Craig Edge ( .335 and five
homers) share the outfield
with Foster.
Charles Maniscalco and
Eddie Isbel head up the infield. Maniscalco is batting
.345 with 34 runs batted in and
eight home runs. I sbel is
batting .380, have five
homers and 25 RIBs.
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Courses Varied for
First Minilllester ·
Courses on topics ranging from
the Loch Ness Monster to the
ecology movement are underway
in JSU's first "minimester."
The minimester is a shorter
than usual term with emphasis
being placed on practical,
creative, and innovative courses
Team teaching, seminars, and
guest lectures are being utili_zed
during the term, which concludes
June
5.
Practically every department
in the college is offering new
courses. Of particular interest is
"Scientific Heterodoxy," a
physics course which will cover
such topics as the Loch Ness
Monster, abominable snowman,
and the Symmes hollow earth
theory.
" Current Issues in Biology"

Sigma Alpha Alpha, an accounting club here, held
its annual awards banquet recently. Students
receiving top honors were, from left: Mona Lisa

Outstanding education majors were recently
named. They are, from left: Martha Tidmore,
Horton, Miss Secondary Education; Rita Clark,
Huntsville, Miss Elementary Education; and Carl

Sibert, Davenport, Fla.; Ronald Gray, Gadsden;
and Sharon Guthrie, Heflin.

David Shockley, Albertville, Mr. Elementary
Education. Ron Butler, not shown, was chosen
Mr. Secondary Education.

Miss Alahallla Contest
Is Held on Calllpus
Fifteen contestants vied for the
title of Miss Northeast Alabama,
a preliminary to the Miss
Alabama contest, at a pageant
Saturday, May 15 in the Student
Commons Auditorium. Details of
the contest were not available at
press
time.
Miss Suzanne D e nnie, the
reigning Miss Alabama, was the
mistress of ceremonies and
presented special entertainment.
JSU football coach , J i m m y
Fuller served as master of
ceremonies.
The 15 contestants appeared in
swim suits, evening gowns, and
were also judged on their talent
presentation.
Prior to the
pageant, the contestants w ere
interviewed at a judges' tea.
The winner of this contest will
participate in the Miss Alabama
Pageant, scheduled later this

Bryant, Birmingham, junior award; Thoma:.
Roberson, Jacksonville, sophomore award; and
Paul M. Benson, FT. McClellan, freshman award.

summer in Birmingham. Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity at JSU
sponsored the local pageant.
The contestants a n d t h eir
hometowns
were :
P a m e la J e an ~stes,
Sylacauga; Ceil Jenkins, Birmingham; Ellen Goss, Odenville; Vikki-Sanders, Anniston;
Becky Jackson, Jacksonville;
Vickie Owen, Jacksonville ;
Cindy Church, Birmingham
Gillie Gilmore, Gadsden ;
Dorothy Turley, Heflin; Rhonda
Hubbert, Oxford;
Arnette
Morgan, Gadsden;
Susan
Runyan, Ashland;
Angela
Poland, Lineville; Diane Howell,
Talladega; and Fran Bickley,
Birmingham.
Results of the contest will be
published in the next edition of
the
CHANTICLE. ER.

New Chanticleer
Editors Selected
The new Chanticleer editors for
the minimester have been
recently selected.
Serving as editor-in-chief is
Wen Scherer, a junior from
Anniston. A senior from Brunswick, Maine, Ken Jones, is
fulfilling the duties of associate
editor. In charge of circulation
and news is Kent Anderson, a
sophomore from Huntsville.
Greeks editor is Myra Thomas of
Albertville.

Col. Forest Wells, head of the ROTC Department,
congratulates four of the top cadets during a
recent awards ceremony. They are, from left,
Chris Wanzer, Montgomery, senior award; Byron

deals with several "now" sqbjects, such as ecolog~, the
population explosion, and drugs.
A philosophy seminar includes
topics such as violence vs. law
and order and the new morality.
There are also courses devoted
to the performing arts which will
culminate at the end of the
semester with the production of a
play and dance.
A "Publications Workshop" is
devoted solely to tbe production
of a college yearbook. Some of
the classes will include study
trips to other universities and
places related to the course. A
similar course is being conducted
by
the
CHANTICLEER.
The C H A N T ICLEER i s
planning a feature story on the
minimester in the next edition.

The Chanticleer plans to
present a complete evaluation of
the new minimester in the May 31
issue, with special emphasis on
both student and faculty opinion.
For any questions regarding
the paper, please contact the
public rela"tions office or call Wen
Scherer.
Information on upcoming stories of interest will be
greatly appreciated.
Anyone wishing to work with

the Chanticleer staff is urged to
contact Mr. Smith in the public
relations office.

Wen Scherer
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Dean's
The dean's list for the spring
semester has been released by
Lawrence Miles, dean of adm1ss1ons
and
registrar.
Students with a perfect 3.0(all
A)
average
include,
in
alphabetical order:
Donna Anderson, Piedmont;
Patricia Avery, Jack sonville;
Virginia Baker, Grant; Martha
Banks, Jacksonville;
Oliver
Beard, Jacksonville; Ritva
Beard, Finland; Paul Benson,
Ft. McClellan; Gloria Brown,
Jacksonville; Horace Buttram,
Centre;
Charles Carter,
Wellington; Charles Casey,
Jacksonville; Mary Chiepalich,
Jacksonville;
Thomas Clark,
Roanoke.
Shelby Clem, Anniston;
Marolyn Cochran, Gadsden;
Suzonne Couch, Ft. Myers, Fla.;
Sharon Curvin, Wellington;
Erskine Dottin, Jacksonville;
Judith Drawdy, Palm Bay, Fla.;
Tommy Ellenburg, Arab;
Charles Elliott, Lineville; Sarah
Ellis, Sumiton; Shirley Formby,
Piedmont;
Martha Glover,
Jacksonville; Ronald Gray,
Gadsden.
Johnny Griggs, Jacksonville;
Kathleen Grosscup, Bynum;
Sharon Guthrie, Heflin; Betty
Hill, Anniston; Lois Hubbard,
Eastaboga;
Marla Johnson,
Jacksonville; Sandra Johnson,
Choccolocco;
Sandra Jones,
Dutton; Carol Kelley, Bynum;
Larry Leach, Sylacauga; Susan
Leydecker, Gadsden; Jemmie
Liles, Jacksonville.

Theresa Lovoy, Brimingham;
Bodine McKay, Anniston;
Comie McMillan, Jacksonville;
Leight Minshew, Gadsden;
Brenda Mitchell, Lineville;
Glenda Mullinax, Jacksonville;
Larry Nelson, Oxford; Teresa
Noell, Fyffe;
John Norton,
Anniston; Rhonda Owen, Oxford; George Perdikis, Greece;
Belinda Pesnell, Cordora;
Harold Ragland, Anniston; John
Richardson, Jacksonville;
1bomas Roberson, Jacksonville;
Laura Rogers, Steele; Herbert
Rothrock, Gadsden;
Anita
Salmon, Jacksonville; Sharon
Sapp,
Huntsville.
Mona Lisa Sibert, Davenport,
Fla.; Martha Sibley, Carrollton,
Ga.; Virginia Sirmon, Huntsville; Wayne Stedham, Weaver;
Joanna Still, Birmingham;
Dianne Tarpley, Weaver; Sarah
Thompson, Anniston; Nancy
Thrasher, Bo_a z;
Frankie
Vandiver, Anniston; James
Vanpelt, Anniston; Marilyn
Ward, Anniston;
Elizabeth
Wildes, Jacksonville;
Sue
Wilkerson, Wadley; ;
Nan
Elizabeth Woodruff, Alexandria.
Students with a 2.50 to 2.99
include:
Dock Abercrombie,
Somerville; Amalia Alegria, San
Jose, Costa Rica; Laura Allen,
Meridian, Miss.;
Lyn Allen,
Lineville;
Milford
Allen,
Opelika;
Virginia Ambrose,
Rockmart, Ga.;
Myron Anderson, Huntsville;

Barry

Averitte, Birmingham:

Judith
Ayers, Fort Payne;
Frieda
Banton, JackaoavWe;
Sarah
Banea. PiedmelJt; 4'M Barnet(, Jactaoaville,

Barnett,

William

Jac-1onville.
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Ronald Battles, Attalla;
Cynthia Baughn, Atlanta, Ga.;
Esther Jane Bennett, Hartselle;
Carol Ann Benson; Gwendolyn
Bishop, Anniston;
Howard
Bishop, Jacksonville; Elizabeth
Blaikie, Jacksonville; Elsie
Borden, Delta; Helen Bowlen,
Gadsden;
Freida Boyd,
Alexander City; John Brake,
Birmingham; Jesse Brannon,
Anniston;
Ronald Brinker,
Jacksonville; Donna Brinkley,
Sylacauga; Clark Britt, Huntsville; Donna Brooks, Anniston;
Duska Browning, Anniston;
Dorothy Bryant, Fort Payne;
Susan Bryant, Ohatchee; Debra
Burke, Birmingham; Jeanette
Burnham, Jacksonville; Wanda
Burns, Fort Payne;
Gary
Burson, Jasper; Ronald Butler,
Centre.
Mae Melissa Cain, Trussville;
William Cain, Woodville;
William Reed Cain, Birmingham; Sheryl Caldwell,
DeKalb, Ga.;
Barbara
Callaham, Pisgah;
James
Callahan, Anniston;
Jean
Campbell,

Guntersville;

Patricia Campbell, Glencoe; Jo
Ann Carroll, Arab; Tony Carroll,

Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Phyllis Clark, Decatur; Rita
Clark, Huntsville; Robert Clark,
Jacksonville;
Linda Clayton,
Gadsden;
Joan Cleveland,
Oneonta;
Edward Clifton,
Altoona;
Elna Clifton, Birmingham; Ronald Close, Birmingham; Anita Cobb, Weaver;
Gail Cobb, Wellington; cathie
Cole, Cullman; Linda Collier,
Ashland.
Susan Cone, Birmingham;
Jolm Cooley, Madison; Clayton
Cooper, Jacksonville;
Sheila
Cooper, Gadsden; Donald Craft,
Oxford; Janice Craig, Huntsville; Marsha Crane, Rome,
Ga.; Rhoda Crisler, Roanoke;
Roland Crisson, Jacksonville;
Paulette Croft, Gadsden; Roy
Crow, Anniston; Hilda Cryar,
Albertville;
Judith Curtis,
Jacksonville.

Tom Dake, Gadsden ;
Kaye Davidson, Jacksonville;
Jerry Ray Davis, Warrior;
Phyllis Day, Jacksonville; Betty
Dean, Anniston;
Charles
Derrick, Scottsboro;
John
Dorman, Oxford; Elizabeth Ann
Dozier, Gadsden;
Debbie
Drawdy, Palm Bay, Fla.; Gary
Dubois, Elkmont;
Rebecca
Duke, Gadsden; Joann Dyer,
Attalla;
Joy
Ebaugh,
Jacksonville.
Fay Edmondson, Sylacauga,
Earte Ellis, Birmingham;KeMeth
Estes, Piedmorn;.r.aucy Estes,
Piedmont;
Albert Evans,
Homewood;
Jerry Farrell,
Jacksonville;
Jimmy Hugh
Findley, Ft. Payne; Dormie Ray

Ford, Jacksonville; carol Fore,
Gadsden; Ann carol Foshee,
Albertville;

Glenn

Fox,

Jacksonville.
Julia Furse, Gadsden; Travis
Gable, Bremen, Ga.; Linda Gay,
Jacbonville;
Ro:a:ie Diane
Geiger, Gadaden;
Leatha
Gemle, HuatRtlle;
Bar1lln
Ota.rt, ~ ; Randall Oba,

Weaver; Cynthia Glover, Birmingham;
Nan Goddard,
Jacksonville;
Robert Gokey,
Birmingham;
Betty Carol
Graham, Alexander City.
Wanda Gray, Jacksonville;
Gerald Wayne Grubbs, Oxford;
Frances Guthery, Gardendale;
Kevin Haase, Somerset, New
Jersey;
Cynthia Hulsey,
Jacksonville;
Claude Harris,
Eastaboga;
Brenda Harvey,
Hannibal, Missouri;
Timothy
Hathorn, Anniston;
Richard
Hawkins, Birmingham; Sandra
Hayes, Gadsden; Merl Haynes,
Oxford; Brenda Sue Heaton,
Oneonta.
Judith Heidinger, Scottsboro;
Gail Hembree, Anniston; Brenda
Henson, Centre; Lucille Herrod,
Coppers Cove, Texas;
LindaHighfield, Piedmont; Latrelle
Hill, Ft. Payne; Marshall Hill,
Anniston;
Frances Hinson,
Leeds;
Sandra Holaway,
Jacksonville; Dorothy Holcomb,
Gadsden; Joseph Holder, Rome,
Ga.; Sheila Holmes, Mt. Olive.
Claude Hooper, Cedar Bluff;
Joanna Horton, Anniston; Judy
Horton, Oneonta;
Kenneth
Howell, Eastaboga;
Dinah
Hudson, Jacksonville; Brenda
Hughes, Jacksonville;
Carrie
Hulsey, Birmingham; Donald
Hunter, Anniston;
Charles
Hurst, Talladega; Jimmy Hurst,
Ohatchee.
Judy Ingram, Jacksonville;
Rebecca Inmon, Anniston; Julia
Jackson, Oxford; Nathan Jennings, Centre; Charles Johnson,
Gadsden;
Deborah Johnsen,
Gadsden;
Brenda Jones,
Roanoke; Judith Jones, Anniston; Judy Jones, Jacksonville; Cheryl Kelley, Gadsden;
Linda Kelley, Gadsden; KeMeth
Kenney, Weaver; Sarah Kidder,
Ft. Payne;
Debbie Killian,
Jacksonville;
James Kimbrough,
Jacksonville.
Bruce Koehn, Jacksonville;
Frankie Krape, Jacksonville;
Linda Lamons, Trussville;
Susan Lancaster, Gadsden;
Myrtee Land, Sylacauga;
Jimmy
Wayne
Langley,
Jacksonville;
Lana Lasseter,
Jacksonville;
Dorothy
Lawrence, Birmingham;
Charles Lay, Anniston; James
Leach, Gadsden; Charla Lear,
Rome, Ga.;
Rebecca Lee,
Jacksonville; Stephen Levinson,
Jacksonville.
Linda Lindsey, Oxford; Kathy
Linehan, Rome, Ga.; Martha
Linn, Huntsville;
Loretta
Livingston, Decatur; Elizabeth
Louie, Anniston; Sandra Lowe,
Centre; Gail L~k, Sylacauga;
Leonard Lynch, Jacksonville;
Christian Machen, Birmingham;
Eugene Mann, Dalton, Ga.;
Janet Mansfield, Decatur, Ga.;
Benny
Marney,
Heflin.
Martha Martin, Anniston;
Mollie Sue Martin, Jacksonville;
Patricia Martin, Fyffe; Kathleen
Maupin, Boise, Idaho; Kenneth
May, Huntsville;
Edgar
Mayfield, Hayden; Mary Maza,
A.ooiaton; Brenda McBurnett,

Gadsden;

Janet MeClaill,

Marie McCormact,
lfuatmlle; Michael McConlly,

Gadea;

Jacksonville; Mary McCrelles,
Jacksonville.
Julia McDonald, Ashland;
John McHugh, Steele; Henry
McNutt, Trinity;
Marie McWhorter, Summerville, Ga.;
Robert Meadows, Opelika;
Marilyn Milam, Ragland;
Deborah Miller, Guntersville;
Mary Mitchell, Glencoe; Judy
Mize, Jacksonville; Bonnie
Montgomery, Vinemont; Joyce
Moon, Sylacauga; Dannie Lynn
Moore,
Heflin.

Still, Abbeville;
Carolyn
Strickland, Boaz·
;
James
Strickland, Gadsden; Deborah
Terrell, Jacksonville; Sharon
Thomas, Bridgeport; Angel
Toledo, Weaver; Katherine
Toole, Talladega;
Virginia
Tuggle, Winfield; Gloria Turner,
Alexandria; Mary Turner,
Talladega.
James Turnure, Wilmington,
Delaware;
Alva Umphrey,
Anniston; Carol Upton, Munford;
Judy Vansandt, Birmingham;
Philip Vaughn,
Jacksonville; Clarice Ventress,
Heflin;
Patricia Verano,
Barranaville, Colombia; Helmut
Von Hain, Anniston; Kenneth
Wade, Birmingham; Kerry
Wagner, Guntersville;
Julia
Waldrep, Talladega;
Donald
Walker, Decatur; Coy Wallace,
Jacksonville; Betty Jo Waller,
Jacksonville;
Nancy Walton,
Gadsden; Grada Warden, New
Market; Joyce Webb, Anniston;
Samuel Wheat,
Anniston.

Keith Moore, Boaz; Martha
Moore, Eastaboga;
Patricia
Moore, Anniston; Cathy Morgan,
Jacksonville;
Susan Morgan,
Gadsden; William Murphy,
Jacksonville;
Douglas
New,Centre; Donna Niles, Boaz;
Marvin Niles, Jacksonville;
Sandra Kay Noell, Jacksonville;
David Normand, Jacksonville;
Suzanne O'Brien, Blue Mountain;
Pamela Oliver, Gadsden.
Frederick Overholtzer, Gadsden; Terry Owen, Union Grove;
Beverly Parker, Jacksonville;
Danny Parker, Anniston; Louis
Parker, Bessemer; Sherry
Parker, Anniston;
Dennis
Patterson, Talladega; Kenneth
Pell, Piedmont; Jean Perry,
Montgomery; Janett Poole,
Jacksonville;
John Porter,
Jacksonville;
Jeanine Potts,
Fairfield.

Charlotte Whitley, Anniston;
David Whitt, Boaz; Judith Whitt,
Horton; Larry Wiggin, Anniston;
Clyde Williams, Attalla; Pierce
Williams, Albertville; Eva
Wilson, Jacksonville; Pamela
Wilson, Glencoe; An<rea Wolter,
Hannheim, Germany; Glenda
Woodward, Oneonta; Frances
Woods, Birmingham;
Lester
Wright, Anniston; Ronald Yates,
Anniston; Paula Young, Pied-

Virginia Prestridge, Heflin;

mont.

Will Prickett, Jacksonville;
Marty Pritchett, Amiston; Judy

Privett, Anniston; Jan Pruitt,
Gadsden;
Richard Reaves,
Jacuonville; Carol Rementer,
Oxford;
James
Rice,
Jacksonville;
Linda Rice,
-Piedmont; Martha Rice, Huntsville; Richard Roberts, Birmingham;
Gadsden.

ROTC
The basic pcogram will include
a freslman year or two hours per
( one class and one
leadership laboratory) and will
entail one hour of credit. The
soJitomore year will have two
classes and one leadership lab,
thus, giving two hours credit.
The pcevious 201 course is being
dropped in favor of 3(K American
military history, which is
recognized by the history
department. Another new course,
303, will be offered to prepare
advanced cadets for summer
camp. This additional 303 class
will be added to former ROTC
courses to complete a minor in
that
department.
Other changes in the ROTC
pcogram were outlined by ROTC
public infonnation officer Major
Larry Keck. Keck commented:
"Close order drill will be deemphasized, and other activities,
such as hand-t<Hiand combat,
will be taught. There will be
separate drills of each year
week

Vickie Robinson,

Sharon Robinson, Huntsville;
Linda Rogers, Birmingham;

Sybil Rogers, Piedmont; John
Ronner, Piedmont; Finis Royal,
Henagar;
Wanda Rushing,
Madison;
Charlotte Ryan,
Gadsden;
Donna Sanders,
Jacksonville;
Agnes Owen
Scherer, Anniston;
Zonda
Seegar, Jacksonville; Carol Self,
Gadsden; Donna Self, Anniston.
Marsha Shadrick, Talladega;
Daoud Shakkour, Nazareth,
Israel; Charles Shaw, Jackson
1
ville; Linda Shiver, Lakeland,
Fla.; Carl Shockley, Albertville;
Betty Sisk, Scottsboro; Portia
Smart, Gadsden;
Barbara
Smith, Birmingham;
Cary
Smith, Anniston; Ellen Snider,
Guntersville; William Snowden,
Evergreen; Camellia Sparks,
Albertville; William Spears,
Henagar;
Ernest Spruiell,
Birmingham; Nancy Stanley,
Jacksonville; Richard Stanley,
Jacksonville;
David Starkey,
Trion, Ga.;
Alban Steen,

group."
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Sandra Steiner, Arab; Connie
S&ewart, Gauden;
John
Stewart, JaclmcmYille; Patricia
Stewart, Jacuoaville; Jerry

Students who would like
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